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p, q, r, s ...

Axioms/Rules of 
Inference
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Punctuation
(, )

Propositional 
Logic

[1] This is incomplete but sufficient for our purposes. Wikipedia does a 
relatively good job for a lot of what we'll cover. Otherwise see 
http://www.unprotectedhex.com/psv/ for books.
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p ~p
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^, v, ~, -> are named functions over this 
domain.

These functions are simply the functions 
we thought worth naming.
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(algorithm that terminates in 
finite time)

Algorithm? Dumb solution – treat X as 
a n-ary function, build a truth table

Quite obviously won't scale, table size of 2n but demonstrates 
an entirely mechanical process that is guaranteed to terminate. 
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SAT is in the NP-Complete complexity class so our worst case is 
always going to be exponential in the size of our input.

DPLL Algorithm – The basis for modern SAT solvers

We are essentially doing a state space search over a 
binary tree (each vertex represents an assignment of a 
value to a variable) e.g for (a ^ b)

a = 1

b = 1 b = 0    b = 1

a = 0

a = 1

DPLL and other optimisations work by attempting to 
prune the tree and limit the cases we need to consider

DPLL Algorithm
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This entire sub-tree 
is effectively pruned
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DPLL Algorithm (cont)[1]

Convert formula to CNF first  e.g (a v b) ^ (c v d) ^ (~d v a)

Deduction rule – For each clause if there is one 
unassigned variable p and all others are False then p must 
be True (if this isn't possible then the formula is UNSAT)

Clause learning – If a clause evaluates to False backtrack 
to the assignment (before any deductive assignments) that 
is the cause and add its negation to the formula to avoid it 
in the future

Restarts after a given timeout to reduce sensitivity to 
unfortunate branch selection

Branch selection heuristics – Selecting the variable to 
assign

[1] See Leonardo De Moura's MSR page for an excellent collection of 
papers on building real world solvers
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We can encode +, -, *, /, >>, << 
etc as operations over bit-
vectors

Encoding of a full adder 
(where X is XOR)

cin
n 
= 0 if n == 0 or carry

n-1
 otherwise

sum(a
n
, b

n
, cin) = ((a

n
 X b

n
) X cin

n
)

carry(a
n
, b

n
, cin

n
) = ((a

n
 ^ b

n
) v ((a

n
 X b

n
) ^ cin

n
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 otherwise
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Can be extended to bitvectors of arbitrary 
lengths and used to represent subtraction
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formula accounting for an underlying theory e.g. the theory of linear 
arithmetic 
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0
 ^ x

1
 ^ x

2
 ^ x

3

x
0
 = x

1
 = x

2
 = x

3
 = T

Encode skeleton as a boolean formula

Find a satisfying assignment

Use a theory specific solver to check 
if this assignment is feasible

(a < b) ^ (b < 10) ^ (c = a + 1) ^ (c = 10)

SMT solvers
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SMT solvers

Provide a much more intuitive encoding of 
programming language semantics

Theories for arrays, lists, sets etc

SMT-LIB specification describes a number 
of base theories and provides functions 
over them

bvadd, bvmul, bvand, bvor, bvult, 
bvugt etc
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1) Convert x86 to SMT representation F
(We've seen it's possible to model code as formulae so we 
just need to automate that)

2) Convert any requirements we have/conditions we want met 
into another SMT formula C

3) If (F ^ C) is SAT then we can retrieve a satisfying assignment 
from the solver that results in our conditions being satisfied

Equivalence vs Implication 
(Side effects)

Validity versus Satisfiability
(Context sensitive gadgets)

vsEAX == 0
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automated tools

What paths in the CFG are actually 
possible given the constraints? Given a 
certain configuration of registers/memory?

Solvable quite naturally with an SMT 
encoding of code. Conditional jmps 
become equalities/inequalities

1) Generate a path, codegraph.py + 
pathgenerator.py (No SMT involved here, 
just a backend for any static analysis stuff)

2) Build path condition over each path. 
After every conditional jmp call checkSAT()

3) Discard any paths that return UNSAT

pathogen.py # Filtering invalid paths
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a set of SMT primitives. 

Solver – Ctypes interface to the CVC3 SMT solver 
API. Supports a variety of theories including 
quantifier free, bit-vector arithmetic, linear arithmetic 
etc.

CodeGraph/PathGenerator – Purely static CFG 
building and path generation.

PathWalker – SMT based path traversal. Each 
conditional jump is checked for feasibilty and the 
path discarded if not SAT. 
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Dumb solution? For an n bit output register 
r create 2n formulae, one for each value v 
of r. C in this case is the constraint r == v

mov ebx, eax
add ebx 0xFF
and ebx, 0xFF

F: (= ebx0, eax0) ^ (= ebx1, (+ ebx0, 0xFF) ^ 
(=  ebx2, (AND ebx1, 0xFF))

C: (= ebx2, x) for all x in [0, .., 2n]

Every SAT result indicates that x is a possible 
output value and getConcreteModel() gives the 
value required in EDX to achieve it

varbounds.py # Finding variable ranges
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Better still? For each bit b in r check if b == 
1 is satisfiable in order to find an absolute 
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stage. 32 queries, works well.
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mov ebx, eax
add ebx, 0xFF
and ebx, 0xFF
shl ebx, 0x10
and ebx, ecx

add eax, 10
mul ebx
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varbounds.py # Finding variable ranges
We're still being rather dumb.

Pure SMT solutions tend to have difficulty 
seeing the forest for the trees.

Often worth considering using an initial 
static analysis run first to limit cases and 
use a solver to resolve any remaining 
imprecision.

mov ebx, eax
add ebx, 0xFF
and ebx, 0xFF
shl ebx, 0x10
and ebx, ecx

Quite a lot of latent information in 
arithmetic, logical and conditional 
branching instructions that can be 
extracted at varying expense

add eax, 10
mul ebx
rol ebx, ecx

cmp eax, 0xFF
jbe EXIT
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Abstract Interpretation is a useful framework in 
many situations e.g. for varbounds.py and 
logical operators

Three valued logic
{ 

MUST_BE_SET,
CANT_BE_SET,
POSSIBLY_SET

}
2) Build an abstraction function 
for each concrete instruction

3) Iterative analysis until a fixed 
point is reached

1) Pick an abstract domain

AND # f(x, y)
f(MBS, MBS) -> MBS
f(MBS, CBS) -> CBS
f(MBS, PBS) -> PBS
f(CBS, *) -> CBS
f(PBS, MBS) -> PBS
f(PBS, PBS) -> PBS
f(PBS, CBS) -> CBS

Similar to our single bit queries but often far 
less computationally complex. In general makes 
many more problems tractable that a pure SMT 
based solution can't handle efficiently.
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 = MBS
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current context
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find_int_overflow.py # What it sounds like

In order to limit false positives this BugChecker is ideally 
used with a concrete memory/register model containing a 
few free variables.

Necessary to use lazy warning of bugs e.g. 
where the result of an overflow is used as 
opposed to where it occurs. Many overflows are 
later checked for and benign.

See Julien Vanegue's HES 2009 talk for a more developed idea focusing on integer overflows on the size parameter to 
heap allocations
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Solver – Ctypes interface to the CVC3 SMT solver 
API. Supports a variety of theories including 
quantifier free, bit-vector arithmetic, linear arithmetic 
etc.

CodeGraph/PathGenerator – Purely static CFG 
building and path generation.

PathWalker – SMT based path traversal. Each 
conditional jump is checked for feasibilty and the 
path discarded if not SAT.

BugChecker – Subclasses provide the check_ins 
method which will be passed the SMT context 
representing the current path.  
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Propositional logic has no concept of ordering, 
control flow or loops

We can simulate ordering and control flow 
relatively well.

 add ebx, 0xFF =>
 (= ebx1, (+ ebx0, 
0xFF)

Loops however have no natural representation. Only 
option is to unroll. How?

1) Prove loop bounds

2) Guess loop bounds.  

3) Approximate loop bounds

Loops in the world of SMT/SAT?
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Scaling of solvers on real world cases[2]

Pure SMT/SAT based approaches can scale poorly due to the 
complexity of the generated constraints OR by being a poor 
match for the problem domain

[2] See the SMT-COMP website for objective comparisons of different solvers. Many of the problems are derived from 
symbolic execution on real world problems

Whole program analysis – not really my interest, realistically not 
feasible for many tasks we care about e.g. general bug detection in 
real programs (in both dev time and scalability, we're not a university 
research group)

Task based analysis – much more promising IMO. Research 
problem – Which tasks? How to integrate/interface? 

More investigation required to discover typical formula complexity 
for general RE/Exploit dev problems. SMT-COMP has no such 
tests.

[1] I'm currently gathering results for some well defined instances. Should be up on http://seanhn.wordpress.com soon

http://seanhn.wordpress.com/
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Conclusion
SMT solving tech has evolved quite a lot over the past 
decade to the point where it is usable as an integrated 
part of our exploit dev and RE processes

Figuring out the best way to integrate automated 
analysis into our work flows is a research problem in 
itself. Better interfaces, we need them. 

SMT solving tech has evolved quite a lot over the past 
decade to the point where it is usable as an integrated 
part of our exploit dev and RE processes.

Trying to replace a human completely isn't the goal, 
supporting them is.

Some problems are naturally ported to this domain (path 
filtering) while others (variable bound checking) are more 
of a cludge. More still (finding arithmetic flaws) suit 
collaboration with basic static analysis and a human.



  

Questions?

Sean Heelan
sean@immunityinc.com

mailto:sean@immunityinc.com
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